We advocate for a tRNA-rather than an mRNA-centric model for evolution of the genetic code. The mechanism for evolution of cloverleaf tRNA provides a root sequence for radiation of tRNAs and suggests a simplified understanding of code evolution. To analyze code sectoring, rooted tRNAomes were compared for several archaeal and one bacterial species. Rooting of tRNAome trees reveals conserved structures, indicating how the code was shaped during evolution and suggesting a model for evolution of a LUCA tRNAome tree. We propose the polyglycine hypothesis that the initial product of the genetic code may have been short chain polyglycine to stabilize protocells. In order to describe how anticodons were allotted in evolution, the sectoring-degeneracy hypothesis is proposed. Based on sectoring, a simple stepwise model is developed, in which the code sectors from a 1!4!8!»16 letter code. At initial stages of code evolution, we posit strong positive selection for wobble base ambiguity, supporting convergence to 4-codon sectors and »16 letters. In a later stage, »5-6 letters, including stops, were added through innovating at the anticodon wobble position. In archaea and bacteria, tRNA wobble adenine is negatively selected, shrinking the maximum size of the primordial genetic code to 48 anticodons. Because 64 codons are recognized in mRNA, tRNA-mRNA coevolution requires tRNA wobble position ambiguity leading to degeneracy of the code.
Introduction
We posit that cloverleaf tRNA is the molecular archetype around which translation systems and the genetic code evolved. Evolution of the genetic code was recently comprehensively reviewed, but issues remain unresolved [1, 2] . We posit that to grasp code evolution requires a focus on tRNA evolution. To make sense of translation systems, for instance, start with tRNA and work out [3, 4] . Translation systems evolved around cloverleaf tRNA, which has not changed very much since LUCA (the last universal common cellular ancestor), and a tRNA-centric view renders translation a much simpler conceptual problem [3, 4] . In order to understand evolution of the genetic code, moreover, start with tRNA and work out. As one obvious example, the genetic code is a triplet code because the structure of the tRNA anticodon loop forces a triplet register for two adjacent tRNAs paired to mRNA bound in the ribosome A and P sites at the decoding center. Genetic code evolution, therefore, must have tracked tRNA evolution more closely than mRNA or ribosome evolution. Furthermore, because of unique features of the tight tRNA 7 nt anticodon loop structure with its specialized U turn [5] , the anticodon loop of tRNA constrained code evolution much more than the mRNA, which has an extended and partly relaxed conformation on the ribosome. Because of physical limitations of tRNA anticodon wobble sequences immediately following the U turn, the initial expansion of the genetic code in tRNA was limited to 48 anticodons, even though in mRNA all 64 codons are utilized.
Based mostly on analyses of archaeal tRNAs, which are more faithfully conserved from LUCA, a model for evolution of cloverleaf tRNA was proposed [3, 4] . According to the model, acceptor stems are derived from a GCG repeat and its CGC complement [3] . The anticodon stem is flanked on both sides by 5 nt relics of acceptor stems, also derived from GCG and CGC repeats. Although largely unpaired in the cloverleaf, in the anticodon loop minihelix, the last 5 nt of the D loop and the 5 nt V loop were paired as acceptor stems [3] . The D loop is derived from a UAGCC repeat. The anticodon stem and loop and the T stem and loop are homologous by sequence and structure. Both loops have a U turn (a U-shaped turn) after a U (in the anticodon loop) or a pseudouridine (in the T loop) between loop positions 2 and 3 out of 7 total [3] . Anticodon loop bases 3-7 are tightly stacked, as if in a helix connecting with the 3'-anticodon stem, making cloverleaf tRNA a relatively stiff adapter to specify contacts to mRNA in the decoding center of the ribosome smaller subunit. The T loop of tRNA is very similar in structure to the anticodon loop, but differs slightly because of T loop interactions with the D loop. Specifically, intercalation of D loop G19 (G18 in historic numbering), between T loop bases 4 and 5, lifts T loop base 5 to contact the T loop stem and flips loop bases 6 and 7 out of the T loop [3] . Based on the tRNA-centric view and the tRNA evolution model, we advocate reassessment of the evolution of the genetic code.
It has been suggested that glycine may be a founding amino acid for the genetic code [6] [7] [8] [9] . Here, we show that archaeal tRNA Gly is very close to the posited root of the tRNA evolutionary tree. We propose therefore the polyglycine hypothesis, that the primordial cloverleaf tRNA (tRNA Pri ), which most strongly resembles archaeal tRNA Gly , diversified by mutation to include all permitted anticodons. The initial purpose of the 3 nt code may have been, therefore, to synthesize short chains of polyglycine, used to stabilize protocells for energy generation. Gly 5 is the typical length for polyglycine cross-linking in bacterial cell walls [10] . In the primitive system, polyglycine chains may have been short in length, because of weak translational processivity and/or mRNA codons lacking a corresponding tRNA anticodon. The polyglycine hypothesis provides a functional root, and the tRNA evolutionary model provides a sequence root to the genetic code. Di Giulio has argued against polyglycine as a founding product of the code, but his arguments are centered on proto-mRNAs encoding multiple peptide products [11] . Whether or not Di Giulio is correct about ancient mRNA coding, the genetic code that exists today appears to be evolved around a single primordial cloverleaf tRNA that recruits mRNA [3] . The nearly universal genetic code, therefore, may be a reinvention of coding that surpassed and suppressed older mRNA-centered systems.
In human tRNA Gly , adenine in the wobble position was shown to be destabilizing for the anticodon loop [12] . In bacteria and eukaryotes, adenine in the tRNA wobble position is converted to inosine by a tRNA adenosine deaminase, conferring greater loop stability [12, 13] . In archaea, adenine is rarely or never found in the tRNA wobble position, indicating that, in the RNA-protein world and at LUCA, adenine was negatively selected at the wobble position. This observation shrinks the maximum size of the initial genetic code in tRNA from 64 anticodons to 48 anticodons.
A hierarchy is observed for the importance of the three tRNA anticodon positions for translation [2, 14] . The middle (second) position of the anticodon is most important for translational fidelity, followed by the third position and then followed by the wobble (first) position. Ambiguity of the wobble position, therefore, describes degeneracy of the code and why only »20 amino acids are specified rather than a potentially much larger number (i.e. up to 48). From a structural perspective, when a tRNA binds in the ribosome A site (addition site), the wobble position is ambiguous because the tRNA wobble anticodon base is not fully restrained and can make multiple types of contacts (i.e. Watson-Crick pairs and various non Watson-Crick wobble pairs) to mRNA. The middle and third positions of the tRNA anticodon, by contrast, are constrained to form accurate Watson-Crick base pairs, and even G»U wobble pairs, commonly found in RNA stems, are strongly disfavored at these positions [15] . At the second and third anticodon positions but not the wobble position, the specificity of contacts is checked by a proofreading conformational change in the decoding center of the smaller subunit of the ribosome involving EF-TU and GTP hydrolysis [16] . Because pairing of the wobble base involves multiple types of contacts, the ribosome conformational change cannot now be extended to proofread wobble position contacts.
For one thing, multiple essential wobble contacts that rely on non-Watson-Crick base pairs would be disallowed. Also, ambiguity at the wobble anticodon position was likely necessary for early stage evolution of the genetic code, and wobble ambiguity remains positively selected [17] . To our knowledge, the structural explanations for degrees of freedom in pairing at the wobble position are not fully known. Also, the central importance of the middle anticodon position has not been completely elucidated. Considering these issues, however, we discuss the evolution and the degeneracy of the code. We argue that, at earlier stages of evolution, as the code grew toward »16 letters, wobble position ambiguity was positively selected.
Archaeal species generally have one tRNA species per permitted anticodon (excepting adenine in the anticodon wobble position), but there are a few common exceptions. 
Results

Lineages in tRNAs
A DNA tRNAome is defined here as the set of all available coding tRNA DNA sequences from a single strain of a species of organism. Sequences of tRNAs were collected from tRNA databases [18, 19] . Others have used tRNA sequences to indicate phylogenies of species [20] . To improve these comparisons, we root tRNAome trees to tRNA Pri and compare tree structures among species. In Supplementary Figures S1-S8 , we compare evolutionary trees of rooted DNA tRNAomes from Pyrococcus furiosis DSM3638, Pyrococcus abyssi GE5, Pyrococcus horikoshii OT3, Staphylothermus marinus F1, Pyrobaculum aerophilum str. IM2, Aeropyrum pernix K1, Sulfolobus solfataricus P2 (archaea) and Thermus thermophilus HB27 (bacteria). Pyrococcus, Staphylothermus, Pyrobaculum, Aeropyrum and Sulfolobus species were selected because their tRNAomes appear to be very similar to the LUCA tRNAome. A Pyrococcus typical tRNA ( Figure S9 ), for instance, shows much stronger conservation than a broader archaeal or bacterial typical tRNA, indicating proximity of Pyrococcus to LUCA [3] . Very strong GCG/CGC (acceptor stem) and UAGCC (D loop) repeats are preserved in Pyrococcus tRNAs, indicating that these tRNAomes remain close to the primordial cloverleaf. The Pyrococcus typical tRNA sequence is very close to tRNA Pri (the proposed primordial tRNA cloverleaf) sequence (60/79 in-phase identities). Of course, these observations also support our assignment of the tRNA Pri sequence. For consistency of interpretation, tRNAome evolutionary trees were Figure 1 . Qualitative maps of the radiations of tRNAomes for various species based on interpretation of evolutionary trees (Figures S1-S8). A) Model for LUCA; B) Three Pyrococcus species; C) Pyrobaculum aerophilium str. IM2; D) Staphylothermus marinus F1; E) Aeropyrum pernix K1; F) Sulfolobus solfataricus P2 (archaea); and G) Thermus thermophilus HB27 (bacteria). We posit that tRNAs are added to the code in the approximate order cyan!orange!green!purple!red. Asterisks (Pyrococcus; Figure 1B ) indicate two tRNAs that appear to be reassigned to encode distinct amino acids compared to LUCA and other archaea.
rooted to tRNA Pri ( Figures S1-S8 ). Thermus was selected based on inspection of typical tRNA diagrams, which indicated Thermus was a bacterial family that was more similar to archaea than others ( Figure  S8 ).
In Figure 1 , a qualitative interpretation of the evolutionary trees ( Figures S1-S8 ) is shown. With some differences, apparent lineages of tRNAs are maintained in different archaeal species and some tRNA lineages are preserved among both archaeal and bacterial species. A sophisticated bioinformatics analysis (not yet complete), therefore, can trace tRNAomes for many species through the archaea and into the bacteria and eukarya. One useful comparison would be an evolutionary tree of tRNAome trees, comparing intact genetic code structures, organism to organism. Rooting trees to tRNA Pri helps to interpret the comparisons.
In Figure 1 (A), a model for a LUCA tRNAome is shown based on comparison of maps and the relatedness of encoded amino acids. Some of the LUCA tRNAome assignments are based on information in an accompanying paper [17] . The model for LUCA gives an indication of lineages that appear most conserved. Lineages often connect tRNAs for related amino acids, indicating the likelihood of the lineage. A strongly conserved lineage appears to be tRNA 
!tRNA
Ser (Figure 1(A-G) ). Because V loop inserts were deleted from tRNA alignments before generating trees, the strong similarity of tRNA Leu (Figure 1 (A, C-G)). In the archaea that appear most closely related to LUCA, tRNA Ile 
Met (one initiator and two elongator) is likely ( Figure 1(A-C) ). In more derived species, one tRNA Met and tRNA iMet appear to have specialized and further diverged from tRNA Ile (Figure 1 (D-F)). Some conserved lineage structures appear to extend from archaea!bacteria.
In three Pyrococcus species, it appears that two tRNAs may have been reassigned to attach a different amino acid compared to LUCA tRNAs. Partly because of its placement in the map, Pyrococcus tRNA Phe appears to be a reassigned tRNA Trp . Also, Pyrococcus tRNA Trp appears to be a reassigned tRNA Pro ( Figure 1  (B) ). Because three Pyrococcus species are considered, it is difficult to attribute these apparent tRNA reassignments based on sequencing errors. We posit that these two tRNAs duplicated and evolved to assume new identities. So far as we can judge, the other tRNAs considered for the 8 organisms analyzed here may have maintained their original identities, although divergent and convergent evolution of tRNAs causes tRNAs to move in the lineage maps. Evolution of tRNAs, therefore, can suppress evidence of tRNA reassignments. Migration of tRNAs in the maps tends to make rooting of tRNA lineages ambiguous and causes lineages to appear more shallow (i.e. in bacteria) than in species with tRNAs that are more similar to LUCA tRNAs (i.e. Pyrococcus and Pyrobaculum).
The polyglycine hypothesis
It appears that the initial purpose of the triplet genetic code may have been to synthesize short chain polyglycine [6] [7] [8] [9] . A reason to consider this hypothesis is that tRNA Pri most resembles archaeal tRNA Gly ( Figure 2 ; Figures S1-S5). The GCGGCGG 5'-acceptor stem GCG repeat of tRNA Pri is most similar to an archaeal tRNA Gly acceptor stem. Searching the primordial tRNA sequence against genomic DNA sequences (i.e. all archaea) produces tRNA Gly (GCC) as the top hit (not shown). Searching against the archaeal Aeropyrum pernix tRNAome also produces tRNA Gly (anticodon GCC) as the top hit, with an e-value of 8 £ 10
¡18
and 64/78 in-phase identities ( Figure 2 ). Searching against the bacterial Thermus thermophilus DNA tRNAome gives tRNA Gly (anticodon UCC) as a top in-phase hit, with an e-value of 2 £ 10 ¡5 and 51/79
identities. There is a 2 nt deletion in the D loop of Thermus tRNA Gly (anticodon UCC). D loop deletions are found in archaeal tRNAs but are almost universal for bacterial and eukaryotic tRNAs [3, 4] . Analysis of tRNAomes (Figures S1-S5) indicates that tRNA Gly is initially most similar to tRNA Pri .
Radar graphs
Radar graphs ( Figure 3 ) provide a characteristic and identifying tRNAome "fingerprint" that can readily be compared among organisms. Radiations of tRNAome sequences from tRNA Pri (at the origin) are compared for Pyrococcus furiosis DSM3638, Pyrococcus abyssi GE5, Pyrococcus horikoshii OT3, Staphylothermus marinus F1, Pyrobaculum aerophilum str. IM2, Aeropyrum pernix K1, Sulfolobus solfataricus P2 (archaea) and Thermus thermophilus HB27 (bacteria). We note that radar graphs provide insight into the evolution of species and their relatedness. From the similarity of graphs, three Pyrococcus species, Pyrobaculum, Staphylothermus and Aeropyrum appear closely related. In particular, compare radar graphs for tRNAs encoding Asn, Asp, Cys, Gln, Glu, Gly and His for these organisms to observe the clear similarities in graph shapes. Based on the extent of radiation from tRNA Pri , Pyrobaculum aerophilum may be the closest species of those selected to a LUCA tRNAome. In this comparison, the archaeal species were selected to be similar to LUCA by inspection of typical tRNA sequences. In many archaea, tRNA
Pri is most similar to tRNA Gly , as expected from the polyglycine hypothesis. Some features of radar graph shapes appear to be conserved to Thermus (a bacteria). We conclude that species relatedness and divergence can be determined by analysis of tRNAomes, for instance, as represented in radar graphs. Note that the comparisons shown in radar graphs are also embedded in evolutionary trees although, using trees, the information is more difficult to visually compare species to species (Figures S1-S8) .
In archaea, tRNA Gly is generally most similar to tRNA Pri ( Figures 2 and 3(A-D) ). Although others have also posited that glycine is the founding amino acid for evolution of the code [6] [7] [8] [9] , we believe we are the first to posit the polyglycine hypothesis, which simplifies the understanding of genetic code evolution. Also, archaeal tRNAs are more closely related to tRNA Pri than bacterial tRNAs ( Figures 2 and 3(F) ), indicating that archaeal tRNAomes are more similar to LUCA tRNAomes than bacterial tRNAomes [3, 4] tRNA mutagenesis and divergence Anticodon loop positions 1 and 7 weakly interact (i.e. a C»A wobble pair), restricting the sequences that appear at these positions [21] . Loop position 2 is always U in archaea and bacteria. Loop position 6 is always A or G. Generally, the anticodon of tRNA can mutate without much effect on the cloverleaf fold, so the anticodon is expected to be the fastest sequence in tRNA to change in evolution. Many other substitutions in the cloverleaf, however, are likely to be disruptive and may require a compensatory mutation or a tRNA modification to rescue the fold. Substitutions in stems, for instance, generally require a compensating mutation in the complementary base. We posit, therefore, consistent with the polyglycine hypothesis, that essentially all allowed anticodons became available on tRNAs with acceptor stems that are expected to attach glycine. So populating the codon-anticodon table with a primordial tRNA Gly may have occurred before additional amino acids were added to the code. Polyglycine (Gly 5 ) is a component of bacterial cell walls [10] . We imagine that, in the evolving RNAprotein world, polyglycine cross-linking stabilized protocells to facilitate energy generation, which requires a proton gradient across a membrane. Polyglycine, therefore, had evolutionary value from early times, and the genetic code may have initially evolved as an improved mechanism to generate short chain polyglycine to stabilize protocells. If the polyglycine hypothesis is correct, different tRNA species within an organism are expected to have lineages derived from tRNA Pri /tRNA Gly (Figures 1,  3 , and S1-S8). Initially, tRNA
Pri and its earliest radiations appear to have attached glycine and then evolved to attach other amino acids.
Adenine in the anticodon wobble position
In bacteria and archaea, adenine is rarely found in the anticodon wobble position of tRNAs (Figure 4 ) [12, 13] . In 6368 bacterial tRNAs (shown as DNA), adenine is underrepresented at the wobble position (180/6368 ! 2.8%). In most bacterial species, tRNA Arg (anticodon ACG) is the only tRNA with adenine encoded in the anticodon wobble position. In 1088 archaeal tRNAs [18] , remarkably, adenine is never found at the wobble position. In bacteria and eukaryotes, adenine in the anticodon wobble position is converted to inosine by a tRNA adenosine deaminase, a modification that may stabilize the anticodon loop and that expands wobble position contacts to mRNA [12, 13] . Archaea lack the tRNA adenosine deaminase to convert wobble adenine to inosine [12] . We conclude that, at LUCA, adenine in the anticodon wobble position was under strong negative selection, probably, for two reasons. Wobble adenine can have destabilizing effects on the anticodon loop [12] . Also, adenine can only pair strongly with uridine, whereas inosine can pair with adenine, cytidine or uridine [22, 23] , indicating positive selection for ambiguity at the wobble anticodon position. Unmodified adenine, therefore, in the tRNA anticodon wobble position specifies U in the mRNA codon wobble position. Because of these restrictions, the initial genetic code included at most 48 and not 64 anticodons, as has generally been believed. Interestingly, 46 tRNAs (44 unique anticodons) are found in many archaeal and bacterial species, allowing for 3 stop codons. In prokaryotes, there are generally three tRNA Met (CAU anticodon), including one initiator and two elongator tRNA Met (CAU anticodon), and commonly absent tRNA Ile (generally a GAU anticodon is preferred and UAU is not utilized) [18] .
Evolution of the standard genetic code
Not all of the utilized 48 anticodons specify distinct amino acids, so the genetic code is considered to be degenerate, and structural ambiguity in the reading of the wobble anticodon position causes degeneracy. Because of loop destabilization and the potential for wobble position over-specification, in the initial code, adenine never occupies the anticodon wobble position. Others have noted that the tRNA second (middle) base of the anticodon is most important for translational accuracy, followed by the third base, and then followed by the first (wobble) base, which is recognized with ambiguity [2, 14] These observations suggest an order in which amino acids may have been added to the genetic code ( Figure 5 ) [24, 25] . We propose the following approximate pathway for sectoring the code. Initially, essentially all permitted anticodons specify Gly to synthesize polyglycine. Then, the code sectors on the middle position of the anticodon, which is most important for translational accuracy, to specify Val, Ala, Asp and Gly [24] . The second most important position for translational accuracy is the third anticodon position, but this position sectors with difficulty. We posit that the third position initially sectors between purines and pyrimidines to add Leu, Pro, Glu and Ser. Subsequently, the third anticodon position is utilized to divide the code into 4-codon sectors adding Ile, Ser, Thr, Lys, Ter (Stop), Arg and Ser. We consider that Leu may have continued to hold two 4-codon sectors. Potentially, full sectoring of the second and third anticodon positions might correlate with the EF-TU mediated conformational tightening of the decoding center of the ribosome smaller subunit, in order to verify the accuracy of Watson-Crick base pairing of the tRNA second and third anticodon positions to mRNA [15] . At this stage, tRNA Ser occupies three 4-codon sectors of the codon-anticodon table, explaining how tRNA Ser alone of all tRNAs ends up occupying two separated and disconnected 4-codon sectors. We cannot currently explain why serine was of so much apparent importance at this stage of evolution.
Next, Asn and Gln may have been added to the code. As shown in Figure 1(A-F) [26] [27] [28] [29] , dimeric class IIB aaRS enzymes such as AspRS and AsnRS appear to make weaker determining acceptor stem contacts than monomeric class IB enzymes such as GluRS and GlnRS, and, therefore, may require greater divergence of tRNAs for discrimination.
Because the code initially sectors to encode a small set of amino acids (i.e. up to »16), but the code is forced by tRNA anticodon loop geometry to be in a register of 3 nt, wobble position ambiguity is likely to be an early advantage. If, from the onset, the code had evolved with accurate wobble specification, for instance, too many amino acids would be specified at too early a stage of evolution. Such an inflexible code puts heavy pressures on mRNA to also adopt a highly complex complementary code, slowing the pace of code evolution. So, in early stages, too few amino acids were available to justify a 3 nt code, and the barriers to code evolution were too high to allow for an inflexible 3 nt code. Also, if the wobble position were strongly specified in coding, the codon-anticodon table would likely not have broken so completely into 4-codon sectors. As the intermediate code becomes established, evolutionary pressures change to add additional chemistry to the code, and innovation at the wobble position becomes a more viable strategy. As an example, adenine in the anticodon wobble position might only pair with uridine in mRNA, supporting an inflexible 3 nt code, whereas guanine in the wobble position pairs with either cytidine or uridine. Restrictions against an overly inflexible 3 nt code may partly explain negative selection against adenine in the anticodon wobble position. Converting tRNA wobble adenine!inosine allows pairing with mRNA codon adenine, cytidine and uridine, increasing ambiguity of mRNA interpretation [12, 13] Evolution of the adenine!inosine modification, therefore, provides evidence for positive selection for ambiguity at the tRNA wobble anticodon position, in order to match tRNAs with a larger set of cognate synonymous codons in mRNAs [17] . We posit that the last »5-6 amino acids to be added to the code may include Met, His, Cys, Phe, Tyr and Trp. The upper right 4-codon sector no longer encodes Ser but rather Cys, Ter (stop) and Trp. Arg invades another Ser 4-codon sector. Met appears to invade the Ile sector, which, judging from the unutilized tRNA Ile anticodons in archaea and bacteria, may never have been fully occupied by Ile. In the archaea that are most similar to LUCA, tRNA Met appears to be derived from tRNA Ile (Figure 1(A-C) ), as might be expected from its position in the table [30] . In archaea and bacteria, tRNA
Ile generally utilizes only a single GAU, UAU or CAU anticodon from its 4-codon sector (generally GAU).
A bacterial and eukaryotic tRNA anticodon modification
Bacteria modified the genetic code in tRNA by utilizing tRNA Arg (ACG), which, for the most part, is the only anticodon in bacteria with adenine encoded in the wobble position [12, 13] . Bacteria utilize a tRNA adenosine deaminase to convert adenine to inosine at the wobble position. The advantage to bacteria of the ACG!ICG modification, which is missing in archaea, may be to protect the Arg (ACG, GCG, UCG, CCG) 4-codon sector from dividing into two 2-codon sectors, adding a new amino acid not encoded in archaea to the bacterial code. Inosine can interact with mRNA codons ending in wobble A, C and U. Because of this ambiguity in reading mRNA codons, it becomes difficult to subdivide this Arg 4-codon sector. Eukaryotes (and a few bacteria) have altered the genetic code further to include other tRNAs with adenine!inosine in the anticodon wobble position. In eukaryotes, tRNA- Leu (AGC) and tRNA Arg (ACG) with adenine converted to inosine in the wobble position are utilized [13] .
Discussion
A model for tRNA evolution
A model for evolution of the tRNA cloverleaf has been proposed and strongly supported using statistical tests [3] . Essentially, all predictions of the model have been verified for archaeal and bacterial tRNAs. The model is based on ligation of three 31 nt minihelices followed by two internal, symmetrical 9 nt deletions to yield a 75 nt cloverleaf core (1-75), with the attached discriminator base (76) and 3'-CCA (77-79). By contrast, historical tRNA numbering utilizes a 72 nt core, which is based on eukaryotic tRNAs with 3 nt deleted in the D loop relative to tRNA Pri . In cloverleaf evolution, one of the three ligated minihelices became the D loop, one the anticodon loop and one the T loop. 9 nt deletions are within ligated acceptor stem sequences, leaving two 5 nt relics of what were initially complementary acceptor stems surrounding the anticodon stem. The anticodon stem and loop and the T stem and loop are homologous, and obviously so, particularly for archaeal tRNAs, and homology is starkly evident from inspection of typical tRNA diagrams (i.e. of Pyrococcus tRNAs; Figure S9 ) [3] .
Two minihelix tRNA evolution models
In a competing two minihelix model for tRNA evolution, proposed by others [31] [32] [33] , the cloverleaf sequence is essentially divided through the anticodon loop, and the halves are expected to be homologous, even though, in the cloverleaf, the halves are expected to be complementary. In the two minihelix model, because, for the comparison, the anticodon stem and loop were bisected, the anticodon loop and the T loop cannot be homologs, although they clearly are, both from inspection of archaeal tRNAs ( Figure S9 ) and using statistical tests [3] . In the two minihelix model, the D loop and the T loop ought to be homologs, although they clearly are not (in any alignment register). By contrast, the tRNA evolution model utilized here is predictive and apparently accurate, and competing models are falsified. Identification of tRNA Pri based on the tRNA evolution model is highly predictive for the evolution of the genetic code (Figures 1-3 ; Figures S1-S8 ).
tRNA and rugged evolution A tightly folded RNA such as the tRNA cloverleaf is subject to rugged evolution in which many or most substitutions are catastrophic for folding [34, 35] . For instance, most substitutions in a tRNA stem are expected to require rescue by a complementary mutation (except for many C!U substitutions in stems, which allow G»U pairing). In our model for tRNA evolution from tRNA Pri , very few substitutions (if any) are required to obtain a folded cloverleaf. By contrast, in a two minihelix model for tRNA evolution, many substitutions are necessary to obtain a cloverleaf. Because of rugged RNA evolution and the required number of compensating substitutions, a two minihelix model is untenable. Furthermore, a two minihelix model requires unimaginable convergent evolution of the T stem and loop and the anticodon stem and loop to apparent structural and sequence homology. Because cloverleaf tRNA is subject to rugged evolution [3, 34, 35] many disqualifying criticisms are generated for a two minihelix model. Other tRNA evolution models also appear to be inconsistent with rugged evolution of RNA [36, 37] .
A root for the tRNA evolutionary tree
The model for tRNA evolution indicates a sequence for tRNA Pri [3] , which is most similar to archaeal tRNA Gly , indicating that Gly may be the founding amino acid of the code (Figure 2) [6, 7] The polyglycine hypothesis is posited, that tRNA initially evolved to synthesize short chain polyglycine to stabilize protocells. Very rapidly, every permitted anticodon was initially assigned as tRNA Gly before reassignment to specify other amino acids ( Figure 5 ). Cloverleaf tRNA and the genetic code appear to be prerequisites for cellular and DNA genome-based life, which originate at LUCA. In the RNA-protein world, genes were more independent than they subsequently became, in compact, streamlined and rapidly replicating DNA genomes encapsulated in cells. We propose, therefore, that colonies of independently replicating tRNA genes in an RNA-polymer world quickly diversified to include all permitted anticodon sequences, which, initially, encoded glycine (i.e. based on acceptor stem sequence, discriminator A (as in tRNA Pri and archaeal tRNA Gly (Figure 2) ) and typical tRNA sequences ( Figure S9) ). Of course, specification of glycine attachment by tRNA Pri need not have been highly accurate. It appears that errors in tRNA charging drove code evolution [2, 14, 25] .
Degeneracy and sectoring
We favor a simple stepwise model for evolution and sectoring of the genetic code ( Figure 5) . The model describes why the code specifies »20 amino acids and is degenerate. As we argue here, the initial genetic code probably consisted of 48 and not 64 permitted anticodons, because adenine in the wobble position of the anticodon loop is destabilizing and would be expected to interact awkwardly with mRNA [12] . Furthermore, adenine in the anticodon wobble position probably supports a genetic code that is overly inflexible during initial code evolution, because adenine too strongly specifies uridine in the mRNA wobble codon position. Because of early positive selection for ambiguity in reading the anticodon wobble position, the genetic code should be considered initially to be primarily a 2 nt code encoding at most 16 amino acids (or 15 amino acids + Ter (stop)) in a register of 3 nt. Discrimination using the wobble anticodon position is only achieved with difficulty and, because of the ambiguity of tRNA anticodon-mRNA codon interactions in the ribosome decoding center [38] , recognition at the wobble anticodon base is not strongly constrained by Watson-Crick base pairing. Despite early selection for ambiguity reading the mRNA wobble position, the tRNA anticodon wobble position was later innovated to add an additional »5-6 letters to the code (16 + 5 = 21 letters total, including stops).
Wobble pairing: the importance of being ambiguous
Negative selection against adenine in the anticodon wobble position indicates that tRNA-mRNA wobble A»C pairing is negatively selected when A is the tRNA anticodon wobble base [17] . We note, however, that G»U and U»G wobble pairings are allowed. This raises the question of whether C»A pairing might have been allowed, if C was the tRNA anticodon wobble base. Modifications of tRNA wobble C improve C»A base pairing, including agmatidine (archaea), 2-lysidine (bacteria) and 5-formylcytidine (mitochondria, eukarya) [39] . Many tRNAs have a weak C»A hydrogen bonding interaction between the 7 nt anticodon loop base position 1 (i.e. 2'-O-methyl-C (C = O or N)) and loop base position 7 (i.e. A (NH 2 )). From PDB 4TRA, it appears that the weak 1!7 C»A interaction is modulated by Mg 2+ , and elevated Mg 2+ is reported to induce translation errors [40, 41] . During the early stages of code evolution, therefore, ambiguous wobble base pair interactions appear to have been positively selected. We posit that, for translation, a wobble tRNA base C (or modified C) may pair mRNA base A more efficiently than a wobble tRNA base A will pair mRNA base C, partly explaining the strong negative selection of A in the tRNA anticodon wobble position. It appears that tRNA anticodon wobble C is not as strongly negatively selected as wobble A. We note the possibility that tRNA anticodon wobble C modification to pair mRNA codon A may have occurred very early in evolution to compensate for an otherwise overly restrictive code. Also, there may be a selected preference for G and C over A and U during early evolution of the code. The genetic code initially evolved to be a »16 letter code before innovating the wobble position to expand to a 21 letter code.
Covalent modifications of tRNAs are common. In Figure S10 , archaeal tRNA modifications determined for Haloferax volcanii tRNAs from the Modomics database [39] are displayed on a Pyrococcus typical tRNA. In concept, tRNA modifications could be used as determinants for aaRS enzymes to discriminate different tRNAs (i.e. tRNA Phe in bacteria, which requires tRNA Phe modifications for accurate charging by PheRS) [42] , although, to our knowledge, such a mechanism has not yet been clearly demonstrated for any archaeal tRNA. In archaea, many covalent modifications are found in the anticodon loop particularly at loop positions 1 and 3 (wobble). Modifications in the anticodon loop may: 1) help stabilize the tight U turn structure; 2) affect anticodon readout; and/or 3) modify weak anticodon loop positions 1!7 interactions. Contacts between loop positions 1 and 7 affect loop dynamics and modify wobble position readout [22, 23] . Modifications of the D loop, T loop and V loop may stabilize loop and stem conformations, D loop-T loop interactions and/or stability of the overall cloverleaf fold. Of course, for bacteria and eukaryotes, tRNA modifications allow expansions of the anticodon repertoire, as seen for the enzymatic conversion of wobble position adenine!inosine [12, 13] .
Cloverleaf tRNA as an evolutionary archetype
In ancient evolution from about 3.8 to 4 billion years ago, cloverleaf tRNA was the defining innovation that made possible the RNA-protein world and then cellular life [3] . Essentially, without cloverleaf tRNA, the genetic code was impossible, and the RNA-protein world and cellular life were, therefore, impossible. 17 nt microhelices and 31 nt minihelices (17 nt microhelices with 2 £ 7 nt acceptor stems) may have supported polyglycine synthesis, but there is little evidence that much more complex products were possible based on minihelix adapters [3] . For one thing, from the cloverleaf tRNA Pri sequence, the 31 nt minihelix posited to have given rise to the D loop appears to have had glycine-specifying acceptor stems, indicating that, because at least two distinct minihelices (D loop and anticodon loop/T loop) appeared to have specified glycine, few products, if any, other than polyglycine were made.
In a minihelix world, the D loop minihelix could not have supported a 3 nt genetic code register, because the D loop minihelix cannot form a 7 nt U turn. By contrast, the minihelices that gave rise to the anticodon loop and the T loop form the tight 7 nt U turn loop. The anticodon loop and the T loop are homologous to each other and distinct in sequence from the D loop minihelix, except in the acceptor stems, which appear initially to be identical (GCG and CGC repeats) [3] . We posit, therefore, that polypeptide synthesis based on primitive minihelix adapters was chaotic, limited and inefficient.
Based on cloverleaf tRNA sequence, structure and evolution, we posit a strange polymer world that included acceptor stems (GCG and CGC repeats), D loop minihelices (UAGCC repeats with acceptor stems) and anticodon and T loop minihelices (»GGCCCUUCAAAAGGGCC with acceptor stems) [3] . Replication of minihelices is expected to involve ligation and an unknown mechanism of complementary replication (i.e. ribozyme-based replication) producing complementary sequences. Ligation of 3 minihelices and symmetrical RNA processing is sufficient to generate the tRNA cloverleaf, indicating that the minihelix-polymer world quickly gave way to a world dominated by cloverleaf tRNA. We posit that cloverleaf tRNA was quickly adopted as an improved mechanism to synthesize polyglycine, which stabilized protocells to support an unknown mechanism of energy generation (i.e. ribozyme-based). As described in this paper, cloverleaf tRNA rapidly diversified to encode 20 amino acids and stop codons, sufficient to support the RNA-protein world and leading subsequently to DNA genome-based cellular life at LUCA with a relatively modern translation system and genetic code. Cloverleaf tRNA, therefore, is proposed to be the most essential and central molecular archetype that made the RNA-protein world and cellular life possible. Remarkably, particularly in archaea (i.e. Pyrococcus and Staphylothermus), cloverleaf tRNA is little changed since LUCA [3] .
Explosive evolution
Francis Crick referred to the evolution of tRNA and the genetic code as a "frozen accident", in which, very rapidly, tRNA, the code and aaRS enzymes coevolved into existence [2, 8, 14, 36] . Logically, tRNA must initially evolve and diversify, indicating that the first aminoacyl transferase functions were ribozymes that later were replaced by aaRS enzymes. We consider that a separate and robust (i.e. ribozyme-based) genetic code is unlikely to have existed prior to cloverleaf tRNA. Indeed, evolution to the mature and nearly universal genetic code must have been rapid. The mechanisms that brought closure to code evolution, which we begin to address here, now particularly need to be explained. We posit that the code evolved mostly in two stages. In the initial stage up to »16 letters, ambiguity of the wobble anticodon position was of positive value so that more mRNA wobble sequences could be tolerated and so an initial code could be established to encode proteins using a limited set of available amino acids. As we show here, rejection of inflexible code evolution can partly explain the negative selection of adenine at the tRNA anticodon wobble position. In the later stage of evolution, innovation at the wobble position was utilized to complete sectoring of the code. According to this view, closure occurs to balance initial positive selection for wobble position ambiguity and the growing requirement to accurately encode robust proteins with sufficient chemistry.
Computational approaches
We simplify and shrink the problem of evolution of the genetic code. We show that adenine is generally not utilized in the tRNA anticodon wobble position, unless adenine can be converted to inosine by a tRNA adenosine deaminase, which is missing in archaea and was probably, therefore, missing at LUCA [12] . Because adenine at the wobble position is destabilizing for the anticodon loop, and because the tRNA wobble position is selected to be ambiguous, the primordial genetic code reduces to 44 unique tRNA anticodons + 3 stop codons. The archaeal species analyzed here have 46 tRNAs, including a missing tRNA Ile (UAU) and a total of 3 tRNA Met (CAU), matching the expectation of 44 unique tRNA anticodons. We propose orderly mechanisms by which the code might have sectored to produce the current genetic code and suggest mechanisms by which the code progressed to universality and closure at »20 amino acids + stops. These observations render the evolution of the genetic code more reasonably accessible for computational approaches, such as machine learning and artificial intelligence. Because each organism solves the problem of tRNA evolution somewhat differently, we advocate for computational methods that relate tRNAomes, compared organism to organism, as we begin here. The collection of tRNAs for each organism is a set with bound limits (i.e. because of cloverleaf structure and rugged evolution) in which tRNAs are powerfully coevolved. Clearly, machine learning can be applied to the comprehensive comparison of tRNAome evolutionary trees (i.e. used as "fingerprints" to discriminate species). We note that advances in tRNA modifications found in bacteria and eukaryotes but missing in archaea expand the possibilities for the tRNA anticodon repertoire in ways that can be predicted and/or identified, for instance, as observed for adenine!inosine conversion at the anticodon wobble position.
Methods
Cloverleaf tRNA evolution
The model for tRNA evolution [3, 4] was developed by inspection of typical tRNA sequences [18] , sequence logos [43] and sequences obtained from tRNA databases [18, 19] . It is clear (i.e. from inspection of typical tRNA diagrams and sequence logos) that archaeal tRNAs are more similar to LUCA tRNAs than bacterial tRNAs [3] , so archaeal tRNAs are mostly used in the analyses shown here. Because the tRNA database often gives genomic DNA sequences for archaeal tRNAs, DNA sequences and RNA sequences are presented here according to convenience. We use a numbering system for tRNAs based on a 75 nt core sequence [3] . Traditional tRNA numbering is based on a 72 nt core sequence, which is determined from eukaryotic tRNAs with 3 nt deleted from the D loop [3, 4] . The traditional numbering system is confusing.
Sequence logos
Sequence logos were prepared using Weblogo 3.6 (http://weblogo.threeplusone.com/create.cgi) [43] .
NCBI Blast searches
The tRNA Pri sequence (GCGGCGGTAGCC-TAGCCTGGCCTAGGCGGCCGGGTTNNNAACCCGGCC-GCCCCGGGTTCAAATCCCGGCCGCCGCACCA) [3] was searched using NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) nucleotide blast versus genomic archaeal and bacterial sequences and against collections of tRNA sequences from different organisms (Figure 2) . A top hit in these searches is tRNA 
Evolutionary trees
Evolutionary trees for tRNAs were generated using PASTA (https://github.com/smirarab/pasta) [44] . All available tRNAs for an organism were collected and annotated by hand. V loop inserts were removed in alignments to eliminate detection of possible false similarity comparing tRNA Leu and tRNA Ser , which both have V loop inserts and which test as closely related tRNAs whether or not V loop inserts are included in the alignment (the comparison is not shown). To root trees, the tRNA Pri sequence was included. Evolutionary distances were determined by adding the distances of related branches. PASTA output was analyzed using FigTree (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). Alignments of tRNAs were checked against the tRNA databases. If PASTA is allowed to align bacterial tRNAs, gap errors are sometimes generated aligning the 5'-acceptor stem and the D loop. In some cases, apparent errors in tRNA databases (i.e. unlikely mispairing of the 5'-and 3'-acceptor stems) were detected from analysis of tRNAomes and apparent misplacing of a tRNA in the tree. Adjustment of the tRNA sequence resulted in more appropriate placement of the tRNA in the tree. Finding likely sequence errors based on tRNAome trees indicates the probable reliability of trees. Pyrococcus tRNAomes appear to have two reassigned tRNAs (tRNA Phe (from tRNA Trp ) and tRNA Trp (from tRNA Pro )) ( Figure 1 ).
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